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BACKGROUND OF THE _NTION

The present invention relates to the fleld of robotics,

and, more specifically, to a robotic system for the

dissolution of active metals in acid utilizing an automated

05 procedure. The invention is a result of a contract with

the Department of Energy (Contract No. W-7405-ENG-36).

The processing of hazardous materials, although an

indispensable factor in today's industry, presents serious

health risks for the persons whose job it is to conduct or

10 monitor the processes. One such process conducted on a

daily basis at Los Alamos National Laboratory is the

analyzing of samples of nuclear materlala such as

plutonium. Depending on the specific analyses required,

each plutonium sample must be divided into fractions for

15 distribution to the relevant work areas. At the present

time, skilled technicians must physlcally separate the

original solid sample into appropriately sized smaller

pieces or metal cuts. They then record the weight of each

cut, generate a bar code label, package the cuts in small

20 glass vials, and distribute the cuts to the work areas. In

many cases, after the metal cuts are received in a work

" area, each is quantitatively dissolved in hydrochloric acid

before the specific analytical method is performed.

Although the safety record at Los Alamos in handling

25 such materials has been exemplary, three potential problems



have been identified concerning this method of plutonium

metal sample management. One is that personnel radiation

exposure may be significant. Another is that sample

identification and weight errors are possible. Finally,

05 the redundancy of each work area producing separate

dissolved plutonium solutions can introduce sample

variation and the possibility of contamination.

Although this process is largely unique to the nuclear

research establishment, the problems here are indigenous to

I0 many processes involving hazardous materials. For purposes

of the present invention, this would primarily be those

processes where metals are dissolved in acids and large

amounts of heat and gases are generated. For example, the

plutonium process at Los A1amos proceeds as a very vigorous

15 reaction according to the following equation:

2Pu 0 + 6H + = 2Pu +3 + 3H 2 10

Copious amounts of hydrogen gas and a polydisperse

hydrochloric acid aerosol are generated in the process.

The hydrochloric acid is, of course, extremely corrosive.

20 Because of this production of hazardous by-products, the

process should be automated and performed in an isolated

environment.

The present invention provides a robotic station which

can provide all the functions needed to carry out such

25 acidic dissolution of metals, as well as numerous other

functions which produce hazardous or toxic by-products. It

can provide these functions in an isolated environment,

such as a glovebox.

It is an object of the present invention to provide

30 apparatus for the automatic conduct of chemical dissolution

reactions.



It is an object of the present invention to provide

automatic dlssolution apparatus which can be used either in

the open laboratory or inside a glovebox.

Additional objects, advantages and novel features of

05 the invention will be set forth in part in the description

which follows, and in part will become apparent to those

skilled in the art upon examination of the followlng or may

be learned by practice of the invention. The objects and

advantages of the invention may be realized and attained by

10 means of the instrumentalities and combinations

particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

To achieve the foregoing and other objects, and in

accordance with the purposes of the present invention, as

15 embodied and broadly described herein, the apparatus of

this invention comprises a dissolution station for

dissolving active metals contained in a vessel with a cap

comprising a non-corrosive enclosure forming an open front

hood, and vessel shuttle means horizontally are attached to

20 the enclosure for extending a shelf to accept the vessel

and retracting. Suction cup cap retaining means are

vertically attached to the enclosure for extending to the

cap, and retaining the cap with a vacuum and retracting.

Acid injection means extend a tube into the vessel, the

25 tube transporting an acid effective for dissolving the

active metals contained in the vessel and retracting. Duct

means are attached to a suction source for drawing air from

the open front hood to be scrubbed to remove corrosive

products produced by the dissolution of the metals.

30 BRIEF pESCRIpTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in

and form a part of the specification, illustrate the

embodiments of the present invention and, together with the

description, serve to explain the principles of the

35 invention. In the drawings:



FIGURE 1 is a cross-sectional side vlew of the robotic

station according to the present invention.

FIGURE 2 is a partial llsting of control code used in

the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

05 The present invention provides a robotically operated

station for the automatic performance of many steps

required in the processing of hazardous materlals. With

many analytical procedures, the first step is to dissolve

the sample material in hydrochloric acid, a step the

i0 present invention is able to perform with ease. This

capability can be best understood by referring to Figure 1.

In Figure 1, a cross-sectional side vlew of the robotic

station according to the present invention is illustrated,

wherein dissolution vessel __q is shown in place on vessel

15 shuttle 12, both within enclosure 1_!1. Vessel I__Qcould be

placed on shuttle lj by an external robot (not shown} while

shuttle 1-2 is extended outward by shuttle pneumatic

cylinder 13. At the time of placement _f vessel I0 onto

shuttle 1-2, the active metal or other material to be

20 dissolved would have been previously placed into vessel

10. After vessel 1-0 is placed onto shuttle 1-2, shuttle

pneumatic cylinder 13 retracts shuttle lj to the position

shown in Figure 1.

Vessel 1-0may be a commercially available high-density

25 polyethylene bottle with a polypropylene screw closure. In

choosing an appropriate vessel 1-0, it is important to

insure that vessel 1-0 can be easily sealed, that there is

no possibility of sample cross-contamination, that

quantitative containment of the metal is assured, and that

30 it is chemically inert to the reaction, contributing no

impurities. Vessel 1-0 may be convenlently a 125 ml (4

ounce} size bottle. With a dlsposable vessel 1_O0the

possibility of sample cross-contaminatlon is minimized.



When vessel 10 is in position, suction cup pneumatic

cylinder 16 extends downward into contact with cap i-0_ and

a vacuum is applied to vacuum cylinder ___ through vacuum

line 21, allowing it to grasp and secure cap 10a. After

05 securing cap lg__, suction cup pneumatic cylinder !_

retracts, lifting cap 19__ above vessel i0 to the position

illustrated in Figure 1. Vacuum line 21 passes through

vacuum valve 2__ and continues to "T" connection ___, where

one branch goes to vacuum sensor 2___,and the other to

10 vacuum cylinder 25 for securing and retaining cap 10___a.

After cap 10__aais removed from vessel 10, acid line 18

extends into vessel 10 through action of acid line

pneumatic cylinder 19 and acid line retainer 2-0, and a

desired quantity of an appropriate acid is introduced into

15 vessel 1-0. After the acid is introduced, acid line 18 is

retracted by acid line pneumatic cyllnder !9, and suction

cup pneumatic cylinder 1-6 lowers cap lOa back onto vessel

10, releasing cap 10___aa,while the reaction is proceeding.

These steps may be repeated until a predetermined volume

20 inside vessel 10 is attained. During this process, cap 10__aa

rests loosely on vessel 10 so that any gas created by a

reaction taking place inside vessel 1-0 will be allowed to

escape, while still containing the bulk of the generated

acid mist. This provides a dissolution which is

25 quantitative and contained.

After the final volume is reached, the vacuum in vacuum

line 2_!1is disconnected by vacuum valve 22, and suction cup

pneumatic cylinder 1-6 releases cap 10a and again retracts.

Shuttle pneumatic cylinder 14 then extends shuttle 12 so

30 that vessel 1-0 can be retrieved, perhaps with a robot arm

(not shown).

The way that this is accomplished is also illustrated

in Figure 1. All of the components are supported by



enclosure ii, which may be comprised of plastic or another

lightweight material, as long as the material is

non-corrosive. Possible materials include Lucite e,

Teflon e, and paper-based black phenolic. The supply of

05 compressed air for shuttle pneumatic cylinder I___,suction

cup pneumatic cylinder I_ and acid llne pneumatic cylinder

!_ is supplied to pneumatic valves 13 through llne ___ from

external compressors (not shown), and is distributed

through pneumatic valves I_/3and through lines _ and 14b,

i0 16___aaand 16__bb,and 19___aaand 19___brespectively.

Shuttle pneumatic cylinder 14, suction cup pneumatic

cylinder i_66and acid line pneumatic cylinder 19 are

conventional pneumatic cylinders capable of one dimensional

movement of a piston. Regulation of the movement of these

15 cylinders is provided by software instructions implemented

with any programmable control device. One method of

regulation is provided by Easylab e, a product of the

Zymark Corporation, Zymark Center, Hopkinton, Massachusetts

01748. The position of each of shuttle pneumatic cylinder

20 14, suction cup pneumatic cylinder 16 and acid line

pneumatic cylinder 19, either extended or withdrawn, is

verified by an optical sensor (not shuwn), with its output

provided to the software control system. A listing of the

code specific to Easylab e is printed in Figure 2. The

25 code is very descriptive of the functions and checks used

in the present invention.

As stated above, vacuum line 21 has a continuous supply

of vacuum, but the vacuum to vacuum cylinder 2__5is turned

on and off by vacuum valve 2_/2in order to retain and later

30 release cap 10__aa.To accomplish these functions at the

appropriate time requires the action of vacuum valve 2_/2and

vacuum sensor 2-4 working in conjunction with the Zymark

code. Vacuum valve 22 is an electrically operated valve,
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typically being activated by a D.C. voltage of, for

example, 12 V. The provision of the voltage is handled by

the control hardware and code utilized with the present

invention. Vacuum sensor 24 is tapped into vacuum line 2_!1

05 through "T" connection 2_/3,and provides vacuum status

information to the code.

In order to more fully understand operation of the

invention, attention is directed to Figure 2, where the

Zymark code is listed along with explanatory notes. The

10 very descriptive nature of the code and the notes, make it

self-explanatory.

Note, however, that the code is divided into two parts,

a dissolution routine and a sensor checking routine. The

sensor checking routine of Figure 2 illustrates the code

15 for checking the forward position of shuttle pneumatic

cylinder I__44.Here, a unique numerical code is generated

for a malfunction, the failure of shuttle pneumatic

cylinder 14 to be in the forward or extended position. A

similar check is made of the position of the two other

20 pneumatic cylinders. Similarly, vacuum sensor 2-4 provides

confirmation of vacuum to ensure that cap 10__aais being

retained by vacuum cylinder 2_55.

External requirements for operation of the invention

include a source of compressed gas, either air or nitrogen

25 at 40 psi, a vacuum of 25 inches, and a source of reagent

acid from a controllable source. Electrical requirements

include a source of +12 V at a minimum of 600 mA and

ground.

The present invention is suited for the dissolution of

30 any active metal. Ferrous materials are dissolved with

hydrochloric acid, and cuprous materials are dissolved with

nitric acid. It is also appropriate for the containment of

any other vigorous reaction in which removal of the

corrosive, toxic, or hazardous gases is required.
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Enclosure ii is made of corrosion-proof materials such i

as Teflon e, and the volume of enclosure ii surrounding

vessel 10 on 5 sides forms an open front small hood ___

which is swept by an air flow drawn through register 27 and

05 tube 28 away from vessel 10 and appropriately scrubbed.

Typically, tube ___may be 1/4 in. polyethylene tubing

maintained at a negative pressure in the area of 20 in.-of

water. When used in a main glove box or other enclosure

(not shown), the suction in tube 28 should be kept below

10 the suction for the glove box or enclosure so that the

reaction gases can be separately evacuated and scrubbed.

This action provides excellent control for any reaction

gases produced.

The foregoing description of the embodiments of the

15 invention have been presented for purposes of illustration

and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to

limit the invention to the precise form disclosed, and

obviously many modifications and variations are possible in

light of the above teaching. The embodiments were chosen

20 and described in order to best explain the principles of

the invention and its practical application to thereby

enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the

invention in various embodiments and with various

modifications as are suited to the particular use

25 contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the

invention be defined by the claims appended hereto.
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' DissolutionRone
STATUS= 0
RECHECK- 0

I = 0 ;Turnon vacuum pump
VAC.ON ;Setvolumeto deriverVOLUME.B= 5.0
PREFILL ;Figsydnges

10 SHUTTLE1.FORWARD
CHECK,BSHUTTLE1.FORWARD
IF RECHECK= 1 THEN 10
PUT.BOTTUE.IN.STATION1

20 SHUTTLE1.RETRACT
CHECK,BSHUTTLE1.RETRACT
IFRECHECK= 1 THEN 20

3O PLUNGER1.DOWN
SUCTION.PLUNGER1.FLAG= 1
CHECK.SUCTION.PLUNGER1
IF RECHECK= 1 THEN 30

40 SUCTION1.ON - ;Vacuumto suctioncup
SUCTION1.FLAG= 1
CHECK.VACUUM.SWITCH1
IF RECHECK= 1 THEN 40

50 PLUNGER1.UP ;Looptoaddacid
SUCTION.PLUNGER1.FLAG= 0
CHECK.SUCTION.PLUNGER1
IF RECHECK= 1 THEN 50

60 ACID.UNE1.IN
ACID.UNE1.FLAG= 1
CHECK.ACID.LINE1
IF RECHECK= 1 THEN 60
ADD.ACID ;Deliveracidto bottle
ACID.UNE1.OUT

70 AClD.UNE1,FLAG= 0
CHECK.ACID.ONE1
IF RECHECK= 1THEN 70

80 PLUNGER1.DOWN
SUCTION.PLUNGER1.FLAG= 1
CHECK.SUCTION.PLUNGER1
IFRECHECK- 1 THEN 80
TIMER(l) = TIME(I)
WAITFORTIMER1
I,,1+1
IF 1<3THEN50 ;Endofadd acidloop

90 SUCTION1.OFF
SUCTION1.FLAG,- 0
CHECK.VACUUM.SWITCH1
IF RECHECK= 1 THEN 90

100 PLUNGER1.UP
SUCTION.PLUNGER1.FLAG= 0
CHECK.SUCTION.PLUNGER1
IF RECHECK= 1 THEN 100
VACoOFF

110 SHUTTLE1.FORWARD
CHECK.BSHUTTLE1.FORWARD
IF RECHECK,.,1 THEN 110
GET.BOTTLE.FROM.STATION1

120 SHUTTLE1.RETRACT
CHECK.BSHUTTLE1.RETRACT
IF RECHECK= 1 THEN 120
VAC.OFF ;Turnoffvacuumpump
ESCAPE -----

Fig, 2
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ABSTRACT

A robotic station for dissolving active metals in acid

in an automated fashion. A vessel with cap, containing the

active metal is placed onto a shuttle which retracts to a

point at which it is directly beneath a cap removing and

05 retaining mechanism. After the cap is removed, a tube

carrying an appropriate acid is inserted into the vessel,

and the acid is introduced. The structure of the station

forms an open hood which is swept of gases generated by the

dissolution and the air removed to a remote location for

I0 scrubbing. After the reaction is complete, the shuttle

extends and the vessel may be removed by a robot arm.
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